DRAW YOUR REFLECTION
Ellen first sees her double, Princess Mirror-Belle in the mirror.
What would you like to see in the mirror?

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears
out of the bathroom mirror. Only Mirror-Belle
is a double with a difference! She is a princess
from a magical, faraway land, and a very
mischievous one at that.
Whether she’s coming up with a very messy cure
for chicken pox, wreaking havoc in a department
store, adding a new twist to Snow White, party
hopping, causing confusion at the funfair or
turning up at school she’s ready to make Ellen’s
life a right royal muddle.
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Princess Mirror-Belle and Ellen look identical but can you
spot eight differences between these two pictures?

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears
out of the bathroom mirror. Only Mirror-Belle
is a double with a difference! She is a princess
from a magical, faraway land, and a very
mischievous one at that.
Whether she’s coming up with a very messy cure
for chicken pox, wreaking havoc in a department
store, adding a new twist to Snow White, party
hopping, causing confusion at the funfair or
turning up at school she’s ready to make Ellen’s
life a right royal muddle.
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ANSWERS: 1. The mirror is circular; 2. Ellen is carrying an extra book; 3. The lamp is missing; 4. The sock is white; 5. One of the drawer handles is missing;
6. There is an extra doll 7. One of the stripes on Ellen’s top is missing; 8. Ellen’s nose is missing
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